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Start your aesthetic journey today.
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404 ERROR MESSAGE: Page Not Found

We're very sorry, but the page you requested cannot be found.

The page you are looking for might have been removed, had its name changed, or is temporarily unavailable. If you typed the Web address yourself, please make sure that the spelling is correct.

Please continue browsing!

Not sure where to start? Check out our site map to find just what you're looking for or start over on our home page.
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Dr. David Stoker

Educated at some of the most elite institutions in the country, Dr. David Stoker uses his highly advanced knowledge to ensure that each patient achieves beautiful, harmonious results — whether it's through a simple non-surgical procedure or a more advanced surgical transformation. Learn more about his unique credentials and his approach to plastic surgery.
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Upper Eyelid Lift & CO2 Laser ✨// #uppereyelidli
 [image: Upper Eyelid Lift & CO2 Laser ✨// #uppereyelidlift  #co2laser   🪄Three weeks after surgery, our vibrant 46-year-old patient is showcasing her remarkable results. Our combination of upper eyelid surgery and CO2 laser resurfacing has revitalized her appearance, addressing sun damage and wrinkles with precision. Despite minor swelling and barely noticeable incisions, her luminous complexion speaks volumes about her transformation.  ✅Improved Appearance of Upper Eyelids ✅Reduction of Sun Damage & Sunspots ✅Smoother Skin Texture w/ Diminished Wrinkles ✅Enhanced Eye Brightness & Sparkle  👋BOOK NOW | In-office or virtual appointments by sending your name, number, and email to the DM.   📲 CALL US | questions regarding treatment: (310) 300-1779  📩Email: Info@drstoker.com  🛍 SHOP SKINCARE | Link in bio 🔗  COMMENT BELOW 🔽 . . . . #blepharoplasty #plasticsurgery #facelift #eyelidsurgery #eyelift#blepharoplastysurgeon  #eyelidrejuventation #upperblepharoplasty #upperbleph #uppereyelids #antiaging #eyes  #facialrejuvenation #facialplasticsurgery #lowerbleph #cosmeticsurgery #plasticsurgeon #surgery #beauty #skintightening #beforeandafter #aesthetic #maleplasticsurgery #drstoker #boardcertified #boardcertifiedplasticsurgeon #hollywood]







Are Breast Implants Safe? 🍒🔥 // #implants

 [image: Are Breast Implants Safe? 🍒🔥 // #implants   Concerns about breast implant safety are common, but it’s crucial to note that while there’s controversy surrounding disease-related complications, data doesn’t directly link them to breast implants. Like any surgery, there are risks, but consulting a board-certified plastic surgeon ensures the best care and optimal results. Trust in expertise for peace of mind.  Visit drstoker.com to learn more about our breast procedures and schedule a consultation!   👋BOOK NOW | in-office or virtual appointments by sending your name, number, and email to the DM.   📲 CALL US | questions regarding treatment: (310) 300-1779  📩Email: Info@drstoker.com  🛍 SHOP SKINCARE | Link in bio 🔗  COMMENT BELOW 🔽 . . . . #breastimplants #breastimplant #breastimplantrevision #revisionsurgery #bodycontouring #breastliftrevision #plasticsurgery #breastaug #breastaugmentation #implants #breast #boobjob #breasts #mastopexy #beforeandafterplasticsurgery #beforeandafter #postop #breastenhancement #surgery #boardcertifiedplasticsurgeon #boardcertified #gummybearimplants #postopresults]







How To Choose The Right Plastic Surgeon 👨⚕
[image: How To Choose The Right Plastic Surgeon 👨⚕️💡 // #boardcertified    ✨Here are some important steps to take when choosing the right plastic surgeon.✨  🌟Begin by selecting a board-certified plastic surgeon through the American Board of Plastic Surgery website.  🌟Explore their website’s photo gallery for before-and-after images related to your procedure.  🌟Review their credentials to ensure they have a strong reputation and educational background.  🌟Reading reviews can provide insights into their work quality and reputation. 🌟Lastly, meet the surgeon in person to assess their commitment and the professionalism of their staff.   💖These steps will help you confidently select the perfect plastic surgeon for your needs. Visit our website, drstoker.com, to learn more about our surgical procedures and determine which one is best for you.    BOOK NOW | In-office or virtual appointments by sending your name, number, and email to the DM.   📲 CALL US | questions regarding treatment: (310) 300-1779  📩Email: Info@drstoker.com  🛍 SHOP SKINCARE | Link in bio 🔗  COMMENT BELOW 🔽 . . . . #skintightening #abdominoplasty #bodytransformation #plasticsurgery #lowerbody #plasticsurgeon #extendedabdominoplasty  #cosmeticsurgery #surgery #mommymakeover #bodycontouring #breastaugmentation #breastlift  #weightloss #extrememakeover #weightlosstransformation #beforeandafter #bodycontouring #recovery #recoverytime #downtime #body #drstoker #boardcertifiedplasticsurgeon #postopcare #bodyshaping #fitness]







Rapid Fire Questions 🪄✨
Visit us at drstoke
 [image: Rapid Fire Questions 🪄✨   Visit us at drstoker.com, to learn about of the treatments and procedures that we offer!    👋BOOK NOW | In-office or virtual appointments by sending your name, number, and email to the DM.  📲 CALL US | questions regarding treatment: (310) 300-1779  🛍 SHOP SKINCARE | Link in bio 🔗   COMMENT BELOW 🔽 . . . . #tracelessfacelift #facelift #necklift #skincare #cheeklift #lowerfacelift #laserskinresurfacing #blepharoplasty #upperbleph #uppereyelid #eyelidsurgery  #co2 #chinaugmentation #skinrejuvenation #skintightening  #cosmeticsurgery #wrinkles  #surgery #rejuvenation #skin #plasticsurgeon #transformation #plasticsurgery]
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Last Name*



Email*

Procedure Interest*
Procedure Interest*

Cosmetic Surgery

- Brazilian Butt Lift

- Breast Augmentation

- Breast Augmentation & Lift

- Breast Asymmetry Correction

- Breast Implant Revision

- Breast Lift

- Breast Reconstruction

- Breast Reduction

- Breast Reduction for Men

- Brow Lift

- Chin & Cheek Augmentation

- Deep Plane Facelift

- Ear Surgery

- Eyelid Surgery

- Facelift

- Fat Grafting & Transfer

- Labiaplasty

- Liposuction

- Mommy Makeover

- Neck Lift

- Nipple Correction

- Revision Rhinoplasty

- Rhinoplasty

- Septoplasty for Deviated Septum

- Surgery After Weight Loss

- Tummy Tuck

- Vaginal Rejuvenation

Medical Spa Services

- BOTOX® Cosmetic

- Dysport®

- Liquid Rhinoplasty

- Liquid Facelift

- Lip Fillers

- Dermal Fillers

- JUVEDERM VOLUMA® XC

- LATISSE®

- Laser Skin Resurfacing

- Microneedling

- Peels & Microdermabrasion

- Scar Therapy

- Skin Tightening

Other





Phone*




Zip*



How did you hear about us?
How did you hear about us?*
Google
Instagram
YouTube
Yelp
Realself
Pinterest
Reddit
TikTok
Alle
Aspire
ASPS
Bing
Drstoker.com
Extra TV
Extreme Makeover
Patient Referral
Real Patient Ratings
Other













 Email me about news & special offers 

 I accept the Terms of Use Terms of Use*
By checking the box on the contact form, you agree to the Terms of Use listed here: Communications through our website or via email are not encrypted and are not necessarily secure. Use of the internet or email is for your convenience only, and by using them, you assume the risk of unauthorized use. By checking this box you hereby agree to hold Stoker Plastic Surgery: David Stoker, MD, its doctors and affiliates, harmless from any hacking or any other unauthorized use of your personal information by outside parties.
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This site is protected by reCAPTCHA and the Google Privacy Policy and Terms of Service apply.
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Stoker Plastic Surgery: David Stoker, MD

4640 Admiralty Way #1000

Marina del Rey, CA 90292

Phone: (310) 300-1779

Monday–Friday: 8:30 a.m.–5 p.m.
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Keep in mind that each patient is unique and your results may vary.

Learn more about your rights and protections related to the No Surprises Act (HR133).

Open Payments Database Notice




Board-certified plastic surgeon Dr. David Stoker is based in Marina del Rey, CA. He offers expertise in plastic surgery of the body, breasts and face, including mommy makeover, tummy tuck, liposuction, breast augmentation, facelift, rhinoplasty, and surgery after weight loss. He sees patients from all over the world, including local Los Angeles patients from Santa Monica, Pacific Palisades, Beverly Hills, Manhattan Beach and Redondo Beach.
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